Resolution ECOFIN/2/2.1


Keeping in mind that some desertification happens naturally and not from humans,

Alarmed by the effects of overgrazing,

Emphasizing the problem of deforestation,

Aware of CO2 and how it can be transformed it in oxygen,

Keeping in mind that scientists from other countries will not always be able to come in time of a crisis,

Keeping in mind that climate change effects desertification,

1. Encourages countries to conserve water;

2. Calls upon countries to establish local programs to combat desertification that reflect needs and local networks;

3. Encourages foresters to selectively cut trees instead of clear-cut trees;

4. Requests teams of scientists to go to underdeveloped countries study desertification;

2017 Rome Conference Resolution
5. Encourages people in cities to buy electric cars;

6. Calls upon nations to stop or greatly reduce the use of fossil fuels;

7. Considers making schools for farmers about how to use the system of agro-ecology;

8. Encourages people to eat less meat;

9. Encourages the people to grow more forests near the factories;

10. Affirms to use maximum efforts and actions into convention;

11. Encourages everyone to use more solar energy to reduce the emissions of carbon dioxide;

12. Requests a new NGO to collect money and plant trees all around the world;

13. Encourages governments to plant green walls to provide bacteria-filled hedges to solidify the sand;

14. Encourages that farmers should be educated about agriculture related to desertification;

15. Recommends to implement off-shore wind-farms;

16. Deplores richer nations to support countries in danger of desertification;

17. Recommends countries to insert more irrigation systems;

18. Recommends the study of more things of climate change;

19. Calls upon the implementation of turbines in contaminated waters to make clean electricity.